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Abstract

It has been shown that investors can benefit from including derivatives into their
portfolios. For retail investors, however, a direct investment in derivatives is often
too complicated. Investment certificates offer a potential solution to this problem
and may help the investor to come closer to a complete market. We analyze if retail
investors who buy and hold their portfolio for one year can indeed benefit from
an investment in these certificates. We use a model with stochastic volatility and
jumps calibrated to the German stock market index DAX. We find that the benefit
of investing in typical retail products is equivalent to an annualized risk-free excess
return of at most 35 basis points for a CRRA investor with a low risk aversion. If we
take transaction costs into account, this number reduces to at most 14 bp. In terms
of the types of contracts, we find that discount certificates perform best, while more
sophisticated certificates, in particular those with knock-in or knock-out features,
should often not be held by investors at all. Therefore, standard preferences cannot
explain the large observed demand for investment certificates.
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1 Introduction

Investment certificates and retail derivatives are exotic options or contracts which com-

bine an investment into a stock or bond with plain vanilla or exotic options and which

are offered to retail investors. They enlarge the set of payoff profiles available to these

investors. Over the last years, these contracts have become more and more popular. In

2006, investment certificates with a total value of 69.17 billion e were turned over in Ger-

many (Deutsches Derivate Institut (2007)), compared to a total investment by Germans

in the stock market of 372 billion e (Bundesverband Deutscher Banken (2007)). 30.5%

of the traded certificates were bonus certificates, 29% index and participation certificates

and 29% discount certificates.

In this paper, we analyze whether and to which extent retail investors benefit from

trading these investment certificates. We consider rational investors who maximize their

expected utility from terminal wealth, and we focus on an economy with both stochastic

volatility and jumps in stock prices.

Investors can increase their utility significantly by trading plain vanilla options, which

is documented both theoretically (e.g. Liu and Pan (2003) or Branger, Schlag, and Schnei-

der (2008)) and empirically (e.g. Jones (2006) or Driessen and Maenhout (2007)). In con-

trast to these papers, our focus is on investment certificates. The benefits from trading

reverse discount products are analyzed by Breuer and Perst (2006) who consider in-

vestors who behave according to prospect theory in a Black-Scholes setup. Different from

their analysis, we assume that investors maximize their expected utility in a market with

stochastic volatility and jumps.

In a complete market and with continuous trading, an investor can achieve the overall
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optimal future payoff profile by investing into the stock, the risk-free bond, and sufficiently

many (maybe even infinitely many) derivatives. In this setup, the exact payoff profiles of

the derivatives do not matter, and the investor is indifferent between trading plain-vanilla

options or more exotic contracts. There would thus be nothing special about retail deriva-

tives. In reality, however, trading takes place in discrete time, and markets are in general

incomplete. Furthermore, retail investors are hindered from implementing the optimal

portfolio strategies due to too high minimum investment amounts, high transaction costs

or margin requirements, short-selling restrictions, and maybe also a lack of knowledge. In

this situation, the characteristics of the available derivatives may actually matter a lot.

A retail investor will then benefit from a derivative whose payoff profile is equal

(or close) to his1 optimal payoff profile and which is offered by an issuer who is better

than himself able to implement the corresponding replication strategy. The optimal payoff

profile, however, is in general highly complicated and does not only depend on observable

stock prices, but also on the paths of state variables like stochastic volatility. Furthermore,

it is specific to the investor under consideration. Due to these reasons, these optimal payoff

profiles will not be traded in the market. Nevertheless, financial institutions might design

contracts that at least approximate these optimal payoffs and help the investors to come

closer to their optimal payoffs. If investment certificates are such contracts, they should

increase the utility of the investor significantly, and there should thus be a significant

demand for these contracts. Stated differently, ideal retail derivatives would help the

investor to come close to a complete market, and the question is how well the most

popular investment certificates achieve this objective of market completion.

1Females are always included.
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Our analysis focuses on the most heavily traded types of contracts, which are also

those that have been present in the market for the longest time. Discount certificates

combine an investment in the stock with a short position in a call. In exchange for cap-

ping the participation in stock price gains to a certain level, these certificates trade at

a discount compared to the underlying. They are offered with different threshold levels

to match the preferences of different types of investors. A new variant of these contracts

are rolling discount certificates, which automatically roll over discount certificates with

a given time-to-maturity and a given moneyness into new discount certificates with the

same characteristics. The risk profile of these contracts is much more stable over time

than for standard discount certificates. Sprint certificates are another variant of retail

derivatives. If the stock price ends up in a certain corridor, the investors participate with

a factor of two in any gains and losses, while the participation rate is one for levels be-

low this corridor and zero above. Another popular contract are bonus certificates, which

promise a fixed payoff yielding a return above the risk-free rate if the underlying does not

fall below a lower threshold during the lifetime of the contract. Otherwise, the investor

receives the stock. Finally, turbos (or mini-futures) exist as so-called ’long’ and ’short’

versions, which are equivalent to down-and-out calls and up-and-out puts, respectively.

They coincide with normal call (put) options as long as a lower (upper) threshold is not

crossed during the lifetime of the contract, and become worthless otherwise.

We analyze whether an investor benefits from having access to these retail derivatives

by comparing his optimal utility with and without these instruments. We consider an

investor with standard CRRA utility who follows a buy-and-hold strategy with a horizon

of one year. Since we deal with retail investors, we include short-selling restrictions and
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do not allow borrowing at the risk-free rate. The stock follows a jump-diffusion process

with stochastic volatility as in Bates (2000), with the only exception that we use one

stochastic volatility component instead of two. Broadie, Chernov, and Johannes (2008)

show that such an option pricing model with non-zero risk premia is able to generate

empirically observed expected (put) option returns. It should thus describe the investment

opportunity set in a rather realistic way. We calibrate this model to data for the German

stock market index DAX and the associated index options. With discrete trading and a

finite number of derivatives only, the optimal investment strategy in this model cannot

be found in closed form. We rely on a numerical optimization as in Branger, Breuer, and

Schlag (2007) to determine the optimal portfolios.

We find that a CRRA investor who holds a portfolio of the stock, discount certificates

and the money market account without rebalancing for one year can earn an annualized

excess certainty equivalent return of up to 35 basis points compared to a buy-and-hold

strategy without certificates. Sprint certificates offer a utility improvement which is only

slightly smaller. The gain from rolling discount certificates depends on the maturity of the

underlying certificates, with at most 21 bp for a maturity of two years and at most 11 bp

if certificates with one month to maturity are rolled over. Path-dependent contracts with

knock-in and knock-out features, like bonus certificates and turbos, perform very poorly,

and the same holds true for guarantee certificates. The utility gain is at most 8 bp, and

for long and short turbos and guarantee certificates, the CRRA investor does not even

invest into them at all (or would rather like to take a short position).

As a robustness check, we also use loss aversion utility of Tversky and Kahnemann

(1992). The overall results remain the same, and again discount certificates (even with
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the same strike price as for CRRA utility) yield the largest utility improvement. The only

major difference to CRRA utility is that an investor with loss aversion now profits from

a long position in guarantee certificates, even if the utility gain of 4.3 bp is rather small.

In the analysis described so far, we assume that the investor can buy retail deriva-

tives at the model price. In reality, however, retail derivatives come at a cost. They are

not freely traded but can only be bought from and sold back to the issuer. Since price

differences cannot be arbitraged away, the prices of these contracts are often not equal to

the price of the replicating portfolio before expiration. For the German market, Wilkens,

Erner, and Röder (2003), Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005), Muck (2006), Wilkens and

Stoimenov (2007), and Muck (2007) provide some empirical evidence on this hypothesis.

We summarize these price deviations more generally as transaction costs.

In the second step of our analysis, we take these transaction costs into account. We

restrict this analysis to discount certificates and sprint certificates, which performed best

in the first step. Again, we numerically determine the optimal portfolio and compute the

utility gain of an investor who has access to derivatives. The results change significantly.

The only contracts the investor still wants to hold are discount certificates, with an addi-

tional certainty equivalent return of at most 14 bp. Sprint certificates are not attractive

for the investor anymore, since the transaction costs are larger than the potential benefits

the contract might have for the investor. Thus, the investor prefers to invest his wealth

into the stock and money market account only.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The option pricing model and the

optimization problem of the investor are introduced in Section 2, while Section 3 describes

the methodology used to calibrate the model. Section 4 shortly discusses the investment
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certificates the investor has access to. The results of the numerical analysis are discussed

in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Model Setup

2.1 Option Pricing Model

We consider an option pricing model with stochastic volatility and stochastic jumps in

returns. Following Bates (2000), we assume that the jump intensity is proportional to the

diffusion variance of the stock. The relative contribution of the diffusion component and

the jump component to the overall variance of the stock price is thus constant over time.

The dynamics of the stock price and volatility under the physical measure P are given by

dSt =
(
µt − EP [eXt − 1

]
λPVt

)
Stdt+

√
VtStdB

1
t +

(
eXt − 1

)
St−dNt (1)

dVt = κP (v̄P − Vt
)
dt+ σV

√
Vt

(
ρdB1

t +
√

1− ρ2dB2
t

)
, (2)

where the second term in the first equation is the compensator of the jump term. B1
t and

B2
t are independent Wiener processes. The jump intensity of the Poisson process N is

λPVt, and jumps in log returns are assumed to be normally distributed:

Xt ∼ N
(
ln
(
1 + µP

X

)
− 0.5

(
σP
X

)2
,
(
σP
X

)2
)
.

The expected excess return of the stock is

µt = r + η1Vt + EP [eXt − 1
]
λPVt − EQ [eXt − 1

]
λQVt,

where η1Vt is the risk premium for diffusive stock price risk
√
VtdB

1
t , and λQVt is the

intensity of the jump process under the risk-neutral measure.
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The dynamics under the risk-neutral measure Q are

dSt =
(
r − EQ [eXt − 1

]
λQVt

)
Stdt+

√
VtStdB̃

1
t +

(
eXt − 1

)
St−dNt

dVt = κQ (v̄Q − Vt
)
dt+ σV

√
Vt

(
ρdB̃1

t +
√

1− ρ2dB̃2
t

)
,

where B̃1 and B̃2 are again independent Wiener processes. The jump sizes in log returns

under the risk neutral measure are normally distributed:

Xt ∼ N
(
ln
(
1 + µQ

X

)
− 0.5

(
σQ
X

)2
,
(
σQ
X

)2
)
.

In the following, we assume that the jump risk premium depends only on the differences

in the mean jump size µP
X and µQ

X , while the volatility of the jump size and the jump

intensity are equal under both measures, so that σP
X = σQ

X ≡ σX and λP = λQ ≡ λ.

The relation between the volatility processes under the physical and risk neutral

measure is given by

κPv̄P = κQv̄Q (3)

and

κQ = κP + σV

(
ρ η1 +

√
1− ρ2 η2

)
, (4)

where η2Vt is the risk premium for pure volatility diffusion risk
√
VtdB

2
t . ηV = κQ − κP is

the overall volatility risk premium.

2.2 Investor

We consider an investor with constant relative risk aversion γ. He derives utility from

terminal wealth at time T only, and he maximizes expected utility

E

[
W 1−γ
T

1− γ

]
.
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This investor can invest into the underlying stock and the money market account with

a constant risk-free interest rate r. Furthermore, he has access to some derivatives which

we will specify in more detail in Section 4.

Since we consider the portfolio problem of a retail investor, we impose two restrictions

on his portfolio policy. First, we assume that he cannot trade continuously, but rather

follows a buy-and-hold strategy. His terminal wealth at time T is given by

WT = W0

[
erT + φ0

(
ST
S0

− erT
)

+
n∑
i=1

ψi0

(
Ci
T

Ci
0

− erT
)]

,

where φ0 denotes the relative portfolio weight of the stock at time t = 0. ψi0 is the relative

portfolio weight of the i-th derivative (i = 1, . . . , n) with price Ci
t at time t. Second,

we impose short selling constraints on the index, the derivatives, and the money market

account when we analyze an investment in certificates. The latter restriction is motivated

by the fact that a retail investor will not be able to borrow at the risk-free rate.

In the analysis of the portfolio decisions, we will also consider the exposure of the

optimal portfolio to the different risk factors (see also Liu and Pan (2003)). Starting from

the portfolio weights and the sensitivities of the assets, the dynamics of the investor’s

wealth can be rewritten as

dWt = rWtdt+ θB1
t Wt

(
η1Vtdt+

√
VtdB

1
t

)
+ θB2

t Wt

(
η2Vtdt+

√
VtdB

2
t

)
+Wt−

(
θNx%,tdNt − EQ

t

[
θNx%,t

]
λQVtdt

)
,

where θB1
t and θB2

t are the relative exposures to stock diffusion risk
√
VtdB

1
t and pure

volatility diffusion risk
√
VtdB

2
t , respectively. θNx%,t captures the percentage change in the

investor’s wealth if a jump equal to the x%-quantile of the jump size distribution occurs.

The portfolio planning problem cannot be solved in closed form, but we have to rely
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on numerical optimization. Details can be found in Branger, Breuer, and Schlag (2007)

and are summarized in Appendix A. Different from the optimization there, we do not

set the initial variance equal to the long-run mean, but rather perform the optimization

for a whole grid of initial variance levels. The unconditionally expected utility is then

a weighted average of the expected utilities for the different variance levels, where the

weights are given by the distribution of the variance process running for one year and

started with a variance equal to the long run mean.2

2.3 Measuring Utility Gains

An investor who has access to derivatives will be at least as well off as an investor who

cannot trade in these contracts. To measure his utility gain, we compare the certainty

equivalents in both cases. If the investor has access to derivatives, his indirect utility is

denoted by Jw, and the certainty equivalent wealth Ww is defined by

Jw =
1

1− γ
W1−γ

w .

In the case without derivatives, the indirect utility and the certainty equivalent wealth

are Jw/o and Ww/o, respectively. The utility gain is then captured by the annualized log

difference between Ww and Ww/o:

Rw/o→w =
ln(Ww/Ww/o)

T
,

where T is the investment horizon. Rw/o→w can be interpreted as an additional certainty

equivalent return.

2The distribution of the variance after one year is already very close to the stationary distribution of

the variance. We also performed the analysis using the distribution after 10 years, and the results were

nearly identical.
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3 Calibration

To work with a realistic structure of option prices and with realistic risk premia for the

German market, we calibrate the model to the German stock market index DAX. Note

that we do not aim at a full-grown estimation of the model here. For the portfolio planning

problem, we need the parameters both under the P- and under the Q-measure, for which

we basically rely on time-series information and on the cross-section of option prices,

respectively.

Our sample consists of daily settlement prices for European put options on the DAX

with a wide range of strikes and maturities for the time period from January 1997 to

December 2004.3 To reduce the number of option price observations to a manageable

amount, we only use the prices at the 10th day of each month or the next banking day.

Observations with prices of 0.10 e (the minimal price possible), with 5 calendar days or

less until expiration, with strikes below 90% and above 110% of the current index level

(to insure an approximately equal weight of in-the-money and out-of-the-money options)

and with more than 2 years until expiration are excluded. This leaves us with 9,345

observations. Daily observations on the XetraDax, the version of the DAX calculated

based on trades on the electronic trading platform Xetra, and daily interest rates for

different maturities are obtained from Datastream. Interest rates are interpolated linearly

to match the maturities of the respective options.

We start the calibration by obtaining (some of the) parameters under the P-measure.

The equity risk premium of 5.5% for the DAX is calculated from a time series of the

DAX over a longer time period from January 1975 to December 2006, since eight years

3We thank Deutsche Börse for providing the data and Patrick Behr for help in obtaining it.
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of data only would not give a reliable estimate. We then identify the large jumps that

have occurred over the eight year period from 1997 to 2004.4 Given the diffusion variance

(which we initially set equal to the annualized volatility of 20% of monthly DAX returns

from 1997 to 2004), we determine a 99%-confidence interval for daily stock price changes

generated by the diffusion component only, and classify every daily stock price move that

leaves this interval as a (large) jump. These jumps are taken out of the time series of

daily return observations and are replaced by a one standard deviation movement in the

same direction. The resulting time series is then ’generated’ by the diffusion only, and we

estimate the local diffusion variance for each day from the returns of the 20 preceding

trading days. With these estimates for the diffusion variance and now monthly data, we

repeat the identification of jumps. This leaves us with seven (large) jumps in our eight

year observation period, 3 upward and 4 downward jumps. The largest upward jump in

monthly excess returns is +19.9% in April 2003, the largest downward jump is -20.9% in

September 2002. To determine the mean and the variance of the jump size, we then rely

on a simulation study. For a given set of candidate parameters, we simulate a time series

of index returns, apply the identification methodology just described, and determine the

mean and volatility of the identified jumps. These simulated values have to be equal to

the mean and volatility found in the data, which results in a mean jump size µPX of −1.8%

and a volatility of the jump size σX of 11%.

To estimate the jump frequency, we calculate for every month, based on the jump

size distribution and the local diffusion volatility, the probability that a jump is too small

4Our approach is similar to Tauchen and Zhou (2006), who rely on the difference between bi-power

variation and realized variance to identify realized jumps in high-frequency intraday data, while most

other papers treat jumps as latent variables.
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to be detected. This probability is then averaged over all months in the sample period.

We find that 75% of all jumps remain undetected. With 7 observed jumps in 8 years, this

yields an average of 0.875
1−0.75

= 3.46 jumps per year.

The variance of monthly returns for the time period 1997-2004 is 0.0058. We set

this variance equal to the expected variance of local stock price changes, which is in turn

decomposed into the diffusion variance and the variance coming from the jump component:

EP
[
V ar

(
dSt
St−

∣∣∣ Vt)] = EP
[
Vtdt+

(
(1 + µP

X)2eσ
2
X − 2µP

X − 1
)
λVtdt

]
(5)

= v̄Pdt+
(

(1 + µP
X)2eσ

2
X − 2µP

X − 1
)
λv̄Pdt.

With monthly returns and therefore dt = 1
12

, this yields v̄P = 0.028. Since the average

jump intensity is given by λv̄P, the resulting jump frequency parameter λ can be calculated

as 3.46
v̄P .

The next step of the calibration builds on the cross-section of option prices. The

parameters κQ, v̄Q, µQ
X , σV , ρ and a local variance for each of the 96 days in the sample

are chosen such that the sum of squared differences in Black-Scholes implied volatilities

between the model prices and the market prices is minimized. We impose the additional

restrictions that v̄Q is equal to the average of the calibrated local variances, and that the

volatility of volatility σV and the correlation ρ are equal to the values estimated from

the time series of calibrated volatilities. Given these parameters, κP is then obtained from

Equation (3).

The final step is to find the market prices for stock diffusion risk and volatility

diffusion risk. The equity risk premium of 5.5% can be decomposed into the average

compensation η1v̄
P for diffusion risk and the average jump risk premium of λv̄P(µP

X−µ
Q
X) =

3.1%. From this relation, we obtain η1. The parameter η2 then follows from Equation (4).
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The final parameter values can be found in Table 1. Comparing our values with the

results of Guse and Muck (2006), who do an implied state-GMM estimation of an option

pricing model on the DAX using a similar sample period, but do not estimate volatility

risk premia separately, we find that our calibration yields more jumps (approximately 3.5

per year versus 0.5 in their study) and a lower average diffusion variance. Our jump risk

premium of 3.1%, however, is similar to their estimate, which ranges from 2.3% to 4.3%

depending on the data used. Eraker (2004) even finds a jump risk premium of 7.8%. The

volatility risk premium of ηV = −0.4 is rather small compared to Eraker (2004), who

finds a volatility risk premium of ηV = −2.3 and Pan (2002) who finds ηV = −3.1 for

the S&P 500. Coval and Shumway (2001) and Bakshi and Kapadia (2003) find negative

volatility risk premia as well. These two studies, however, do not quantify the volatility risk

premium in a parametric way, but deduce its sign and size from the returns of portfolios

of zero-beta straddles and delta-hedged option positions, respectively.

To assess the quality of our calibration, we provide some plots. Figure 1 shows the

value of the VDAX volatility index, the calibrated diffusive volatilities, and the total cal-

ibrated volatility from jump and diffusion components. While the pure diffusive volatility

lies below the VDAX, total volatility matches the VDAX very well. Figure 2 shows the

differences in Black-Scholes implied volatilities between the model and the market as a

function of moneyness and time to maturity, respectively. The calibrated model tends to

underprice out-of-the-money puts and overprice in-the-money puts. This is due to the

fact that we do not calibrate the correlation ρ to option prices, but estimate it from the

time series of calibrated variances. Furthermore, the dispersion of the pricing errors is

much larger for higher moneyness levels, which may reflect the fact that, at the right
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end of the moneyness spectrum, we use ITM puts instead of OTM calls. With respect to

time-to-maturity, there is no specific pattern in the pricing errors besides the well-known

phenomenon of a worse fit for very short times to maturity.

4 Contract Specifications

In this section, we briefly describe the investment certificates used.5 Option prices are

obtained via Fourier inversion using the method described in Duffie, Pan, and Singleton

(2000), or, in case of path-dependent derivatives, via a Monte-Carlo simulation.

If the investor can trade only in the stock and the money market account, the expo-

sure of his portfolio to pure volatility risk is zero, and the relation between the exposures

to stock diffusion risk and jump risk is fixed. Investment certificates allow the investor to

deviate from this fixed package offered by the stock (see also Liu and Pan (2003)) and

thus help him to come closer to a complete market. He will then choose the certificate

for which the risk profile best matches his overall optimal exposure (which he could only

achieve with infinitely many derivatives and continuous trading). Since the risk exposure

of the certificates is thus central to the asset allocation problem, we will also provide a

short discussion of the sensitivities. Table 2 shows the delta and vega, as well as the price

change ∆x% of the certificate for a jump in stock returns of a size equal to the x% quantile

of the jump size distribution (x = 5, 20, 80, 95).

5Some of these certificates differ slightly from the corresponding certificates for stocks. For the latter,

future dividends can be used to finance some special features of the payoffs, which is not possible if the

underlying is a performance index like the DAX.
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4.1 Discount Certificates

Discount certificates combine an investment in the index with a short position in a call

option on the index. The payoff at maturity in T is

DCT = ST −max(ST −K, 0) = min(ST , K),

and the price at t is

pt(DCT ) = St − Ct(St, K, T ),

where Ct(S,K, T ) is the price at time t of a call with strike price K and maturity date

T , when the current stock price is S. Since the payoff profile is concave, the vega of the

discount certificate is negative. With a long position in the contract, the investor will

thus earn a positive premium for volatility risk (given that the volatility risk premium is

negative), as well as for jump risk (given that there is a positive premium for stock price

jumps). The jump risk exposure is lower than for the stock. The lower the strike prices of

the embedded options, the lower the exposures in absolute terms. The reduction in jump

risk is largest, so that the ratio of volatility risk exposure to jump risk exposure is largest

for low strike prices.

4.2 Sprint Certificates

Sprint certificates combine an investment in the index, a long position in a call with strike

price K1, and a short position in two calls with strike price K2 > K1. In practice, K1 is

often equal to the current value of the index, while K2 is chosen such that the net costs

for the three options are zero. In terms of the payoff, the investor participates by 200%

in any stock price gains if the stock ends up in the interval [K1, K2], he participates by
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100% in the losses if the stock ends up below, and his payoff is capped at K1 +2(K2−K1)

if the stock ends up above K2. The price of the sprint certificate at time t is given by

pt(SCT ) = St + Ct(St, K1, T )− 2Ct(St, K2, T ).

For most empirically relevant parameter sets, the vega of the sprint certificate is negative.

It will thus earn a positive premium for volatility risk, and it will also earn a positive

premium for jump risk.

4.3 Guarantee Certificates

Guarantee certificates consist of an investment in a risk-free asset and a long position

in call options on the index with a strike equal to the initial index level. The amount

invested in the risk-free asset is chosen such that it result in the guaranteed payoff equal

to 1.0 at maturity, and the remaining money is invested into the call options. The price

at time t is

pt(GCT ) = e−r(T−t) · 1.0 +
1.0− e−rT · 1.0
C0(S0, S0, T )

Ct(St, S0, T ).

Since the payoff profile of this contract is convex, the vega is positive. Therefore it will

earn a negative premium for volatility risk. The premium for jump risk is positive.

4.4 Bonus Certificates

Bonus certificates on a performance index like the German index DAX are characterized

by a bonus level BL above and a barrier BA below the current stock price. If the barrier

is not crossed during the lifetime of the product, the investor receives BL. Otherwise, he
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gets the stock. The payoff is equal to

BCT =


BL if St > BA for all 0 < t ≤ T

ST if St ≤ BA for some 0 < t ≤ T.

Since the payoff profile of this contract is in principle concave, vega will in most cases

be negative, and the contract offers the possibility to benefit from negative volatility risk

premia. Furthermore, bonus certificates earn a positive premium for jump risk.

4.5 Rolling Discount Certificates

Rolling discount certificates consist of discount certificates with short times to maturity,

usually one month, which are rolled over at expiration into new discount certificates with

the original moneyness and maturity. The rationale behind this contract design is to

ensure a rather constant risk-return profile over time without the need for the investor to

do the roll-over – at high transaction costs – on his own. The initial price of the rolling

discount certificate is the price of a standard discount certificate with the desired maturity

τ and moneyness k, p0(DCτ (kS0)|S0, V0). The payoff of this certificate at time τ is then

used to buy s1 = DCτ (kS0)
pτ (DC2τ (kSτ )|Sτ ,Vτ )

units of the new certificate, and so on.

The risk exposure of rolling discount certificates is similar to that of standard dis-

count certificates. Due to the much shorter time to maturity, however, vega is in most

cases smaller in absolute terms (with the exception of ATM-options), while the jump

risk exposure is larger. The ratio of volatility risk exposure to jump risk exposure is thus

smallest for these contracts among all considered contracts except short turbos.

We also include rolling discount certificates for which the underlying discount certifi-

cates have a longer time to maturity, but which are nevertheless rolled over every month,
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i.e. long before they mature. To the best of our knowledge, these contracts are not yet

traded, but turn out to be superior in our analysis later on.

4.6 Turbo Certificates

Long and short turbo certificates are technically equal to down-and-out calls and up-

and-out puts, respectively. If a lower (upper) barrier BL (BU) is crossed, the turbo is

knocked-out, and its payoff is zero. Otherwise, the payoff is equal to that of a standard

call (put):

LTT =


max(ST −K, 0) if St > BL for all 0 < t ≤ T

0 if St ≤ BL for some 0 < t ≤ T

STT =


max(K − ST , 0) if St < BU for all 0 < t ≤ T

0 if St ≥ BU for some 0 < t ≤ T

Long turbos have a positive delta, a negative vega and a negative exposure to downward

stock price jumps. The vega is quite large in absolute terms for low volatilities and becomes

small for large volatilities, while the jump risk exposure is rather constant across different

volatility levels. The ratio of volatility to jump risk exposure is thus very unstable.

Short turbos have a negative delta, a positive vega, and a positive exposure to neg-

ative jumps. They thus react in the opposite way as most of the other certificates to the

risk factors. Thus short turbos do not earn (but rather loose) volatility and jump risk

premia.
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5 Numerical Results

5.1 Optimal Portfolios and Utility Gains

We consider a buy-and-hold investor who can invest in the stock, the money market

account, and one of the certificates discussed in Section 4. His investment horizon is

one year. All certificates have a time-to-maturity of two years, with the exception of

rolling discount certificates which are perpetual by construction, and bonus certificates

and turbos, for which we also include contracts with a maturity of one year.

As benchmarks, we consider the case where the investor can invest only into the stock

and the money market account, the case where he also has access to two additional plain

vanilla options, and the ideal case of a complete market with infinitely many derivatives

and continuous trading. For the benchmark cases, we drop the restrictions on short selling

of derivative contracts. If some short positions turned out to be optimal, they could always

be achieved by combining them with some long positions into a certificate in which the

investor will then take a long position. This is for example the case for discount certificates,

which include a short position in the call. Details on the numerical optimization routine

for solving the portfolio planning problems in discrete time can be found in Branger,

Breuer, and Schlag (2007) and are summarized in Appendix A. The optimal solution in

a complete market is derived in Appendix B.

Table 3 shows the optimal portfolios and the utility gains due to derivatives, where

the benchmark is a buy-and-hold strategy in the stock and the money market account.

Since all results are qualitatively the same for all risk aversions, we restrict the discussion

to the case γ = 2. The optimal positions in the assets and the initial exposures to the
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risk factors depend on initial volatility. The first number in Columns 2 to 6 represents

the optimal portfolio weight or initial exposure for the lowest volatility level considered

(5.5%), the second number is the optimal value for the highest volatility level (43.6%).

For all certificates except rolling discount certificates with a maturity of one month of

the underlying certificates, the investor puts a large fraction of his wealth into stocks

and a small fraction into investment certificates when current volatility is low, and vice

versa when it is high. The upper graph in the left column of Figure 3 shows the optimal

positions in the stock, the discount certificate with a strike price of 90% and the money

market account as a function of initial volatility. The position in the certificate increases

almost linearly with volatility from around 25% to more than 70% for a volatility of about

16%, and stays rather constant for higher volatilities. The upper graph in the right column

shows the corresponding factor exposures. While the exposures to jump risk and stock

price diffusive risk are practically constant across volatilities, the exposure to volatility

risk reaches its maximum in absolute terms for a volatility of 20%.

Despite the significant positions in certificates, the overall benefit from including

retail derivatives in the portfolio is rather small. For a CRRA investor with γ = 2, the

maximal additional certainty equivalent return Rdisc,w/o→w per year is 35 basis points. As

the first additional benchmark, we consider the case where the investor has access to two

plain vanilla options, which gives him one additional degree of freedom, and where he is

allowed to short these options. The results are shown in Table 4. The maximal additional

certainty equivalent return is now 39 bp. With one retail certificate only, the investor can

already realize more than 90% of this utility gain. The second additional benchmark is

the case of a complete market. The additional certainty equivalent return is more than
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800 bp as compared to a static investment into the stock and the money market account

only. Note, however, that the investor would have to trade continuously in infinitely many

derivatives to achieve this utility gain.

The investors realize the highest utility improvement when they use discount certifi-

cates with a strike price equal to 90% of the current stock price. This contract is optimal

not only for the most risk-averse investor, but also for investors with a quite low level

of risk aversion. The other two discount certificates with strike prices equal to 100% and

110% of the current stock price perform only slightly worse, with utility improvements

of 33 bp and 32 bp. Sprint certificates yield slightly worse results with an Rdisc,w/o→w of

30 bp.

Rolling discount certificates perform significantly worse than discount certificates.

If the underlying discount certificates have a time to maturity of one month only, the

maximal Rdisc,w/o→w is 11 bp. For a maturity of two years and a monthly roll-over, this

number increases to 21 bp. Different from the case of discount certificates, the choice of

the moneyness now plays an important role. While rolling discount certificates with a

short maturity and with a strike of 100% yield an Rdisc,w/o→w of 11 bp, those with a strike

of 97% yield 4 bp only. For a maturity of two years, the maximal improvement of 21 bp

is achieved by setting the moneyness equal to 70%.

When we turn to path-dependent contracts like bonus certificates and turbos and to

guarantee certificates, the picture changes completely. Bonus certificates with an initial

time-to-maturity of two years, which are the best out of this group, yield an improvement

of at most 13 bp, about one third of what can be achieved by discount certificates. Bonus

certificates with a shorter time-to-maturity of two years yield slightly worse results with
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about 8 bp. The return characteristics of turbos are actually so bad that the investor

would rather want to take a short position (which he cannot implement due to short-

selling restrictions) than a long position. The same holds true for guarantee certificates.

5.2 Impact of Transaction Costs

Up to now, we have assumed that retail certificates can be bought and sold at their model

prices. However, this is not necessarily the case. Certificates are not freely traded, but

they can only be bought from and sold back to the issuer, so that deviations from model

prices do not necessarily imply (exploitable) arbitrage opportunities. Empirical studies

rather show that certificates tend to be overpriced at the beginning (when investors buy

them) and underpriced towards the end (when investors sell them). We interpret these

deviations more generally as transaction costs.

For the size of these deviations, Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005), e.g., estimate the

regression model

p(CERT i)− p(REP i)

p(REP i)
= a+ bLi + εi, (6)

which relates the difference between the market prices p(CERT ) and the prices of replicat-

ing portfolios p(REP ) based on options traded at the EUREX to the remaining relative

life-time L of the certificate. The estimates obtained for the constant a are 0.28% for

discount certificates and 7.39% for sprint certificates (called turbos in their paper). The

estimated slope coefficients b are -1.55% for discount certificates and -19.31% for sprint

certificates.

We again use certificates with a time to maturity of two years (roughly equal to

the average initial time to maturity in Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005)), buy them at
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initiation and hold them for one year. The analysis is done for discount certificates and

sprint certificates, while we omit the other contracts for two reasons. First, the replicating

portfolio using plain vanilla options traded at the EUREX can be set up independently

of any model in the case of discount certificates and sprint certificates (as well as for

rolling discount certificates), while it has to be based on some model assumptions for

the other, path-dependent contracts. Second, discount and sprint certificates performed

best without taking transaction costs into account, while the utility gains from the other

contracts might not be high enough to compensate for transaction costs.

The results are given in Table 5. Discount certificates are the only retail derivatives

from which the investor still benefits. For all other contracts, the transaction costs more

than offset the utility gains from these contracts. However, even for discount certificates

the additional certainty equivalent return drops from around 35 bp to at most 14.3 bp.

The optimal strike price is still equal to 90% of the current stock price. The performance

of the other two certificates is slightly worse.

For sprint certificates, the transaction costs are much higher than for discount cer-

tificates. As a consequence, these contracts, which were quite comparable to discount

certificates in terms of utility improvement, now become so unattractive that the rational

investor does not want to hold them anymore.

5.3 Interpretation

The benefits of an investment in certificates are low for several reasons. First, the investor

does not rebalance his portfolio for one whole year. Branger, Breuer, and Schlag (2007)

show that the rebalancing frequency is a major determinant of the utility gain that can
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be realized by investing in options, and that the investor should rebalance his portfolio

at least monthly. Second, transaction costs are of the same order of magnitude as the

utility gains, so that their inclusion makes an investment in certificates nearly worthless.

We will now interpret the results and especially the differences between the various retail

derivatives in more detail.

Table 4 gives the results for our three benchmark cases. In the ideal case of a complete

market and with continuous trading, the investor has a positive exposure to stock diffusion

risk, a negative exposure to volatility risk, and a negative exposure to jump risk. If he can

only trade the stock and the money market account and is restricted to discrete trading,

there is no exposure to volatility risk, a lower exposure to stock diffusion risk, and a

slightly higher exposure to jump risk. With two derivatives, the investor would be able to

match the initial exposures to the diffusion risks and to one jump size from the ideal case.

However, the exposure to volatility risk and also to stock diffusion risk is significantly

lower. Furthermore, the optimal initial exposure with discrete trading depends on the

current level of volatility, and while the volatility risk exposure increases in absolute

terms in volatility, the stock diffusion risk exposure and the jump risk exposure decrease.

When the investor can use only one retail certificate, he has two objectives. First, he

tries to come as close as possible to the optimal initial exposure given by the ideal case in

Table 4. He thus looks for derivatives that offer him a certain (optimal) relation between

stock diffusion risk, volatility risk and jump risk. Second, he has to take into account that

the exposure of his portfolio is going to change over time, and this foresight will have an

impact onto his choice today. This trade-off between matching the initial exposures and

stability over time is similar to the situation with monthly rebalancing and access to plain
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vanilla options as discussed in Branger, Breuer, and Schlag (2007).

As can be seen from Table 4, the investor wants a negative volatility risk exposure,

which can be achieved by a long position in all certificates except short turbos and guaran-

tee certificates. In the ideal case of a complete market, the optimal volatility risk exposure

does not depend on the current volatility. Since the vega of all contracts decreases in abso-

lute terms in volatility, the portfolio weight of all certificates should increase in volatility.

For discount certificates, the optimal position is in line with these arguments. The

investor takes a long position in the certificates, which increases in volatility and provides

a negative exposure to volatility risk. At the same time, it gives a negative exposure

to downward jumps which turns out to be too high in absolute terms, and the investor

faces a trade-off between a (desired) high volatility risk exposure and an (undesired) high

jump risk exposure. As can be seen from Table 3, this results in a much less pronounced

exposure to volatility risk and a slightly larger exposure to jump risk than in the ideal case

and in the case with two standard calls, which are both given in Table 4. This trade-off

also implies that the investor will prefer discount certificates for which the ratio of vega

over jump risk exposure is rather large. The sensitivities are given in Table 2, and the

largest ratio is indeed achieved for a strike price equal to 90% of the current stock price,

the optimal choice.

The utility losses can be attributed to a suboptimal initial exposure and to the

exposure not being stable over time. With one retail certificate instead of two options,

the investor is restricted in terms of the initial exposure he can achieve. Given that the

utility gain is only reduced from 39 bp to 35 bp, however, the differences in exposures are

not too severe. The much more severe problem is the missing stability of the exposure
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over time, as can be seen from the much higher certainty equivalent excess return in case

of a complete market with continuous trading.

Sprint certificates also offer a negative volatility risk exposure. In addition, they have

a slightly higher ratio of vega to jump risk exposure than discount certificates, so that

they might be even superior. Nevertheless, the utility gain is slightly smaller. The optimal

initial exposures to volatility risk and jump risk and the portfolio weights are also smaller

than for discount certificates.

The rather small utility improvement for bonus certificates with a time to maturity

of one year can be attributed to two reasons. First, the initial exposures offered by this

contract do not match the optimal profile. The negative volatility risk exposure is rather

high for low volatilities, but decreases fast in absolute terms when volatility increases,

while the jump risk exposure increases in absolute terms for an increase in volatility.

This results in an extreme decrease in the ratio of vega to jump risk exposure when

volatility increases, and the volatility exposure of the portfolio is not stable across volatility

levels. There is yet a second reason why the exposures are rather unstable over time. The

certificate is held until maturity, when e.g. vega goes to zero. Furthermore, when the

barrier is touched, the bonus certificate changes into a simple stock with no volatility risk

exposure at all.

For longer times to maturity of the bonus certificates, the performance becomes

slightly better. One reason is that the optimal positions in the stock and the certificate

change less when volatility increases. The exposures will also be more stable over time (at

least if the lower threshold is not crossed), since the certificate is not held until maturity.

The bad performance of short turbos is not surprising. With a negative exposure to
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stock price diffusive risk, a positive exposure to volatility risk and a positive exposure to

negative jumps, all three exposures have the wrong sign. Explaining the extremely bad

performance of long turbos is more difficult. Like for bonus certificates, one reason is the

extreme decrease in the ratio of vega to jump risk exposure when volatility increases.

Furthermore, the exposures of long turbos are even more unstable over time. The value

of the turbo is zero once it was knocked out, which dramatically changes the exposure of

the portfolio.

Guarantee certificates have a positive exposure to volatility risk. Given that the

volatility risk premium is negative, however, the investor wants a negative exposure to

earn the premium. He would thus rather want to take a short position in guarantee

certificates.

Rolling discount certificates based on discount certificates with one month to maturity

also perform rather poorly. Compared to discount certificates with two years to maturity,

they have a smaller exposure to volatility risk and a larger one to jump risk. The trade-off

between vega and jump risk exposure is thus much worse. Furthermore, the embedded

short call options are always held until maturity, when their vega will drop to zero and

their stock price exposure will be either zero or one. Therefore, the exposures are rather

unstable over time. As the small utility gains show, these problems can not be offset by

re-setting the contract characteristics every month. However, these arguments also imply

that a variant of rolling discount certificates where long-term discount certificates are

rolled over every month might perform much better.

We therefore also considered rolling discount certificates based on discount certificates

with two years to maturity which are rolled over every month. They perform indeed better
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than the usual rolling discount certificates. For the optimal moneyness of 70%,Rdisc,w/o→w

increases to 21 bp6. However, this is still less than two thirds of the improvement realized

when using standard discount certificates with two years to maturity.

5.4 Statistical Significance

To see whether our results are statistically significant, we use a t-test to assess whether the

investor’s indirect utility is significantly higher with retail derivatives than without. We do

this for two representative cases, the discount certificate with a strike price equal to 90%

of the stock price and the bonus certificate, the first representing a well-performing, the

latter representing a not-so-well performing certificate. We obtain t-statistics of 48.6 in the

first case and 24.3 in the second case, which both indicate significance at all conventional

significance levels.

5.5 Robustness Checks

Our results up to now have shown that the investor mainly benefits from trading discount

certificates, with sprint certificates coming in second. Retail derivatives with a barrier and

certain knock-in or knock-out features perform much worse. Given the higher transactions

costs for these contracts than for standard discount certificates, they will not be bought

at all by the CRRA investor.

We redo the analysis for the case of loss aversion, similar to the empirical study on

6For higher risk aversions, certificates with lower moneyness perform slightly better. For γ = 2,

however, a moneyness of 70% is best due to the short-selling constraint on the money market account.
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plain vanilla options in Driessen and Maenhout (2007). Loss aversion utility is defined as:

U(WT ) =


(WT −RL)α if WT ≥ RL

β(RL−WT )α if WT < RL

.

We take α = 0.88, as estimated by Tversky and Kahnemann (1992), and set β

equal to the standard value of −2. As reference level RL, we use the initial wealth, i.e.

RL = 1.0. To calculate the certainty equivalent wealth, the utility function needs to be

inverted. Since the optimal expected utility will be larger than the utility of an investment

in the money market account, which is already above the reference level, we invert the

positive branch of the utility function.

The utility gain from discount certificates is equal to 62 bp, 53 bp, and 46 bp for

strike prices of the embedded option equal to 90%, 100% and 110% of the stock price,

respectively. Again, discount certificates with the lowest strike price perform best. The

good performance of discount certificates can be explained by the lower exposure of these

contracts to jump risk. This lowers the risk of ending up below the reference level, and the

reduction of this probability increases the utility of a loss averse investor. With transaction

costs, the utility gains drop to 11 bp, 8 bp, and 4 bp respectively. The utility loss due to

transaction costs is thus larger than with CRRA utility.

The utility improvements for the other certificates are significantly smaller. Sprint

certificates yield an improvement of 17.5 bp, while rolling discount certificates yield at

most 8.6 bp when discount certificates with 2 years to maturity and a strike price of

70% of the current stock price are rolled over. Bonus certificates yield an Rdisc,w/o→w of

only 9 bp. Taken together, loss aversion does not help to explain the high demand for

retail derivatives. Again, discount certificates are the best choice for the investor, while
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he should not invest into more sophisticated contracts.

In case of loss aversion, the investor now also profits from guarantee certificates,

which he did not want to invest in at all for CRRA utility. For a low volatility, he invests

52% of this wealth in the certificate and nothing in the stock. If volatility is high, he

invests all his wealth in the stock and does not use guarantee certificates. The utility

gain, however, is rather small and amounts to 4.3 bp only.

It is interesting to note that, while the qualitative results in terms of the utility im-

provement are comparable to the CRRA case, the optimal portfolio strategies are rather

different. In case of loss aversion, the investor either holds the stock (for low volatil-

ity levels) or the discount certificates (for high volatility levels), but there is no gradual

adjustment of the portfolio to an increasing volatility as for CRRA utility. If the dis-

count certificate is replaced by the bonus certificate, then the investor neglects it for low

volatilities, starts to replace the money market account by the certificate for an increas-

ing volatility, and shifts partially back from bonus certificates to stocks for even higher

volatilities.

6 Conclusion

An investor with CRRA utility benefits from having access to discount certificates and,

to a slightly lower degree, sprint certificates. Retail derivatives with a more sophisticated

payoff structure like rolling discount certificates, and in particular derivatives including

barriers are much less attractive. Some are not bought by the investor at all, and for

those he actually wants to trade, utility gains are significantly lower than for discount

certificates. Taking realistic transaction costs into account reduces these gains even fur-
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ther. Put together, standard CRRA preferences cannot explain the huge demand for retail

derivatives.

Further research could try to explain this demand by changing the assumptions on the

preferences or the behavior of the investors. In terms of preferences, it might be interesting

to consider more sophisticated concepts like Epstein-Zin utility or habit formation. Where

the behavior of the investors is concerned, one promising approach might be to assume

overconfidence and subjective beliefs. An investor who is convinced that the stock price

will never hit a lower barrier, e.g., will have a high demand for bonus certificates or long

turbos.

Another line of research could focus on contract design. The low utility gains from

trading derivatives (and the higher utility gains under the assumption of continuous trad-

ing and market completeness) show that the retail derivatives considered do not bring the

investor close enough to the overall optimal payoff structure. The challenge is then to find

a contract specification which is at the same time simple and quite close to the overall

optimal payoff.
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A Computation of Optimal Portfolio

To calculate the optimal portfolio, we rely on a numerical approach. For each initial vari-

ance we consider, we simulate 500,000 paths of stock prices and volatilities. The initial

prices of the derivative contracts are calculated by Fourier inversion or Monte Carlo sim-

ulation, depending on the type of contract. For the prices at which the derivatives can be

sold at the end of the planning horizon (in our case after one year), we have to distinguish

between path-dependent and path-independent claims. For the path-independent certifi-

cates, we tabulate the terminal prices on a two-dimensional grid of terminal stock prices

and variances, and use linear interpolation later on. For the contracts with knock-in or

knock-out features, the behavior of the stock price path is monitored. The price of the

contract of then tabulated twice, both for the case that the barrier has been hit and for

the case that the barrier has not been hit. Again, the price is either calculated by Monte-

Carlo simulation or by Fourier inversion. The prices of the rolling discount certificates can

be calculated along the paths using call prices obtained by Fourier inversion.

Given the initial and terminal prices for all paths, a numerical optimization routine

is used to maximize the average utility of terminal wealth over the share of initial wealth

invested in the stock and the share of initial wealth invested in the derivative (with the re-

mainder being invested in the money market account) subject to short-selling constraints.

This results in a maximal expected utility for every variance level. In a last step, we av-

erage over the different variance levels, where the weights are given by the distribution

of the variance after one year when we start at the long-run mean, which is very close to

the long-run distribution.
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B Benchmark Case: Complete Market, Continuous

Trading

We solve for the optimal indirect utility and the optimal exposures in case of continuous

trading and market completeness. The setup is very similar to Liu and Pan (2003), with

the exception that we consider a stochastic jump size in the stock price instead of a

deterministic one.

The dynamics of the wealth W are given by

dWt = rWtdt+ θB1
t Wt

(
η1Vtdt+

√
VtdB

1
t

)
+ θB2

t Wt

(
η2Vtdt+

√
VtdB

2
t

)
+Wt−

(
θN(X)dNt − EQ

t [θN(X)]λQVtdt
)
, (7)

where θB1
t and θB2

t are the relative exposures to stock diffusion risk
√
VtdB

1
t and pure

volatility diffusion risk
√
VtdB

2
t , and where θN(X) is the percentage change in the investors

wealth for a jump of size eX − 1 in the stock.

The investor maximizes the utility from terminal wealth. The indirect utility function

J(t, w, v) is given by

J(t, w, v) = max
{θB1

s ,θB2
s ,θNt (X),t≤s≤T}

E

[
1

1− γ
W 1−γ
T

∣∣∣∣Wt = w, Vt = v

]
,

subject to the wealth dynamics in Equation (7). The corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-
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Bellman (HJB) equation is

max
{θB1
t ,θB2

t ,θNt }

{
Jt +WtJW

(
r + θB1

t ηB1Vt + θB2
t ηB2Vt − EQ

t [θN(X)]λQVt
)

+ κP(v̄P − Vt)JV

+
1

2
W 2
t JWWVt

[
(θB1
t )2 + (θB2

t )2
]

+
1

2
σ2
V VtJV V

+ σV VtWtJWV

(
ρθB1

t +
√

1− ρ2θB2
t

)
+ λPVtE

P
t

[
J(t, w(1 + θN(X)), v)− J(t, w, v)

] }
= 0, (8)

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. We use the standard guess for the functional

form of the indirect utility function

J(t, w, v) =
w1−γ

1− γ
exp {γh(τ) + γH(τ)v} , (9)

where the function h and H depend on time to maturity only. Plugging this guess into

the HJB-equation and taking partial derivatives gives the optimal exposures to the fun-

damental risk factors

θ∗B1
t =

ηB1

γ
+ ρσVH(τ) (10)

θ∗B2
t =

ηB2

γ
+
√

1− ρ2σVH(τ) (11)

θ∗Nt (X) =

(
λPp(X)

λQq(X)

)1/γ

− 1, (12)

where p(X) and q(X) are the densities of the jump size under P and Q, respectively.

Plugging these exposures into the HJB-equation and sorting terms gives two ordinary

differential equations for h and H:

h′(τ) = κP v̄PH(τ) +
1− γ
γ

r (13)

H ′(τ) = a+ cH(τ) + dH2(τ) (14)
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with boundary conditions h(0) = H(0) = 0 and

a =
1− γ
2γ2

[
(ηB1)2 + (ηB2)2

]
+

1− γ
γ

λQ − 1

γ
λP + λQEQ

t

[(
λPp(X)

λQq(X)

)1/γ
]

c = −κP +
1− γ
γ

σV

(
ρηB1 +

√
1− ρ2ηB2

)
d =

1

2
σ2
V .

The ordinary differential equation for H is a standard Ricatti equation which can be

solved in closed form. The function h then follows by integration.
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κP 1.8 κQ 1.4
v̄P 0.028 v̄Q 0.036
σV 0.47
ρ -0.35

µPX -1.8% µQX -2.7%
σX 11.0%
λ 123.7
η1 0.85
η2 -0.59
ηV -0.4

Table 1: P- and Q-Parameters and Risk Premia for the Option Pricing Model

The parameters of the Bates (2000) model with one stochastic volatility are calibrated using data
on the DAX and DAX index options over the time period from January 1997 until December
2004. The overall annual equity premium is 5.5%, estimated based on data from January 1975
until December 2006.
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Strike Delta Vega ∆95% ∆80% ∆20% ∆5%
V ega
∆5%

Stock
1.00 0.00 0.18 0.06 -0.09 -0.18 0.00

Discount Certificate - Maturity: 2 years
100% 0.26/0.29 -0.78/-0.49 0.03/0.04 0.01/0.02 -0.03/-0.03 -0.07/-0.06 11.14/8.17
90% 0.17/0.23 -0.63/-0.40 0.02/0.03 0.01/0.01 -0.02/-0.02 -0.05/-0.05 12.60/8.00

110% 0.38/0.34 -0.89/-0.48 0.05/0.05 0.02/0.02 -0.04/-0.03 -0.10/-0.07 8.90/6.86
Sprint Certificate - Returns between 0% and 7% are doubled

0.43/0.37 -0.94/-0.50 0.09/0.08 0.06/0.05 -0.01/-0.01 -0.07/-0.05 13.43/10.00
Guarantee Certificate

0.46/0.25 0.66/0.19 0.09/0.05 0.03/0.02 -0.04/-0.02 -0.06/-0.04 -11.00/-4.75
Bonus Certificate - Knock-In Barrier 65%, Bonus Level 120%, Maturity 1 year

0.19/0.46 -2.52/-0.63 0.02/0.07 0.01/0.03 -0.02/-0.05 -0.07/-0.11 36.00/5.73
Bonus Certificate - Knock-In Barrier 65%, Bonus Level 120%, Maturity 2 years

0.30/0.37 -1.63/-0.50 0.04/0.06 0.02/0.02 -0.03/-0.04 -0.09/-0.08 18.11/6.25
Long Turbo - Strike: 90%, Barrier: 90%, Maturity 1 year

1.00/1.05 -1.54/0.03 0.18/0.18 0.06/0.06 -0.11/-0.11 -0.15/-0.14 10.27/-0.21
Short Turbo - Strike: 110%, Barrier: 110%, Maturity 1 year

-0.78/-0.87 1.44/0.01 -0.07/-0.10 -0.04/-0.05 0.07/0.07 0.16/0.15 9.00/0.07
Rolling Discount Certificate - Maturity 1 month

97% 0.06/0.36 -0.55/-0.20 0.00/-0.02 0.00/-0.00 -0.05/-0.04 -0.14/-0.10 3.87/1.93
100% 0.32/0.43 -1.06/-0.21 0.01/0.05 0.01/0.02 -0.08/-0.05 -0.17/-0.11 6.24/1.91
Rolling Discount Certificate - Maturity 2 years

70% 0.06/0.13 -0.32/-0.28 0.01/0.02 0.00/0.01 -0.01/-0.01 -0.02/-0.03 16.00/9.33

Table 2: Sensitivities of Certificates

The table shows the delta, the vega, and the price change in case of a jump corresponding to the x
percentile of the jump size distribution. The last column gives the relationship between vega and the
exposure to large negative jumps. The first value in each column is for an initial variance equal to the
lowest variance level 0.003 (which corresponds to a annualized volatility of 5.5%), the second value in
each column is for an initial variance equal to the highest variance level 0.19 (volatility = 43.6%).
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Risk Aversion (φ?)0 (ψ?)0 θB1 θB2 θN
5% Rw/o→w

Discount Certificate - ATM
2 0.25/0.00 0.31/0.76 0.40/0.38 -0.13/-0.21 -0.07/-0.07 0.333%
4 0.12/0.00 0.18/0.41 0.20/0.21 -0.08/-0.11 -0.04/-0.04 0.189%
8 0.06/0.00 0.10/0.21 0.10/0.10 -0.04/-0.06 -0.02/-0.02 0.099%
Discount Certificate - ITM (Strike: 90% of Initial Stock Price)
2 0.26/0.00 0.37/0.81 0.39/0.36 -0.13/-0.22 -0.07/-0.06 0.352%
4 0.12/0.00 0.22/0.44 0.20/0.19 -0.08/-0.12 -0.04/-0.03 0.202%
8 0.06/0.00 0.12/0.23 0.10/0.10 -0.04/-0.06 -0.02/-0.02 0.106%
Discount Certificate - OTM (Strike: 110% of Initial Stock Price)
2 0.25/0.00 0.27/0.71 0.41/0.41 -0.12/-0.21 -0.10/-0.08 0.315%
4 0.11/0.00 0.16/0.38 0.21/0.21 -0.07/-0.11 -0.04/-0.04 0.177%
8 0.05/0.00 0.09/0.19 0.11/0.11 -0.04/-0.05 -0.02/-0.02 0.093%
Sprint Certificate - Returns between 0 and 7% are Doubled
2 0.25/0.00 0.24/0.70 0.41/0.41 -0.11/-0.20 -0.06/-0.05 0.303%
4 0.12/0.00 0.14/0.37 0.21/0.22 -0.07/-0.10 -0.03/-0.02 0.170%
8 0.06/0.00 0.08/0.19 0.11/0.11 -0.04/-0.05 -0.02 /-0.01 0.089%
Guarantee Certificate

no investment in certificate
Bonus Certificate - Knock-In Barrier 65%, Bonus Level 120%, Maturity 1 year
2 0.33/0.25 0.18/0.25 0.43/0.41 -0.21/-0.09 -0.07/-0.07 0.083%
4 0.16/0.11 0.11/0.15 0.22/0.21 -0.12/-0.05 -0.04/-0.04 0.056%
8 0.08/0.05 0.06/0.08 0.11/0.10 -0.07/-0.03 -0.02/-0.02 0.032%
Bonus Certificate - Knock-In Barrier 65%, Bonus Level 120%, Maturity 2 years
2 0.24/0.22 0.31/0.30 0.41/0.39 -0.22/-0.08 -0.07/-0.07 0.130%
4 0.11/0.10 0.18/0.18 0.21/0.20 -0.13/-0.05 -0.04/-0.04 0.085%
8 0.06/0.05 0.09/0.10 0.11/0.10 -0.07/-0.03 -0.02/-0.02 0.048%
Long Turbo - Strike: 90 %, Barrier: 90 %, Maturity 1 and 2 years

no investment in turbo
Short Turbo - Strike: 110 %, Barrier: 110%, Maturity 1 and 2 years

no investment in turbo
Rolling Discount Certificate - Maturity 1 month, Initial Strike: 100% of Stock Price
2 0.08/0.39 0.55/0.00 0.36/0.39 -0.26/0.00 -0.11/-0.07 0.112%
4 0.04/0.19 0.29/0.00 0.18/0.19 -0.14/0.00 -0.06/-0.03 0.062%
8 0.02/0.09 0.15/0.00 0.09/0.09 -0.07/0.00 -0.03/-0.02 0.033%
Rolling Discount Certificate - Maturity 1 month, Initial Strike: 97% of Stock Price
2 0.24/0.39 0.35/0.00 0.29/0.39 -0.09/0.00 -0.09/-0.07 0.042%
4 0.12/0.19 0.19/0.00 0.15/0.19 -0.05/0.00 -0.05/-0.03 0.024%
8 0.06/0.09 0.10/0.00 0.07/0.09 -0.03/0.003 -0.03/-0.02 0.014%
Rolling Discount Certificate - Maturity 2 years, Initial Strike: 70% of Stock Price
2 0.26/0.15 0.67/0.85 0.34/0.30 -0.09/-0.11 -0.06/-0.05 0.210%
4 0.12/0.01 0.39/0.72 0.17/0.14 -0.05/-0.09 -0.03/-0.02 0.138%
8 0.06/0.00 0.21/0.39 0.08/0.07 -0.03/-0.05 -0.01/-0.01 0.076%

Table 3: Optimal Investment with Certificates, Investment Horizon: 1 year

The certificates have an initial maturity of 2 years, expect for the rolling discount certificate which is
perpetual and the bonus certificate which has a maturity of 1 or 2 years. For rolling discount certificates,
’maturity’ is the initial maturity of the discount certificates that are rolled over every months. γ is the
risk aversion of the investor, (φ?)0 is the optimal position in the stock, (ψ?)0 is the optimal position in
the certificate at time 0. The θ’s give the corresponding exposures to the risk factors. The first value
in each column is for an initial variance equal to the lowest variance level 0.003 (which corresponds to
a annualized volatility of 5.5%), the second value in each column is for an initial variance equal to the
highest variance level 0.19 (volatility = 43.6%). Rw/o→w is the additional certainty equivalent return due
to derivatives.
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γ (φ?)0 (ψ?
1)0 (ψ?

2)0 θB1 θB2 θN
5% Rw/o→w

Stock and MMA only
2 0.40/0.39 0.40/0.39 0.00/0.00 -0.07/-0.07 0.0%
4 0.20/0.19 0.20/0.19 0.00/0.00 -0.04/-0.03 0.0%
8 0.10/0.09 0.10/0.09 0.00/0.00 -0.02/-0.02 0.0 %

Stock, MMA, 110% call, 100% call
2 0.81/1.21 0.18/-0.21 -0.33/0.83 0.35/0.24 -0.08/-0.47 -0.06/-0.04 0.383%
4 0.44/0.68 0.10/-0.57 -0.18/0.36 0.18/0.13 -0.06/-0.25 -0.03/-0.02 0.218%
8 0.23/0.35 0.05/-0.28 -0.09/0.17 0.09/0.07 -0.03/-0.13 -0.02/-0.01 0.115%

Stock, MMA, 90% call, 100% call
2 1.03/1.33 -0.57/0.54 0.31/-1.01 0.35/0.23 -0.07/-0.41 -0.06/-0.04 0.388%
4 0.57/0.75 -0.31/0.22 0.16/-0.49 0.18/0.13 -0.05/-0.22 -0.03/-0.02 0.223%
8 0.30/0.39 -0.16/0.11 0.08/-0.25 0.09/0.07 -0.03/-0.11 -0.02/-0.01 0.118%

Complete Market
2 0.55/0.55 -0.64/-0.64 -0.06/-0.06 8.161%
4 0.28/0.28 -0.34/-0.34 -0.03/-0.03 2.914%
8 0.15/0.15 -0.18/-0.18 -0.01/-0.01 1.297%

Table 4: Benchmark Cases for Optimal Investment, Investment Horizon: 1 year

The options have an initial maturity of 2 years. γ is the risk aversion of the investor, (φ?)0 is the optimal
position in the stock, (ψ?

i )0 is the optimal position in the ith derivative at time 0. The θ’s give the
corresponding exposures to the risk factors. The first value in each column is for an initial variance equal
to the lowest variance level 0.003 (which corresponds to a annualized volatility of 5.5%), the second value
in each column is for an initial variance equal to the highest variance level 0.19 (volatility = 43.6%).
Rw/o→w gives the increase in certainty equivalent wealth compared to a pure stock and money market
account investment. Rw/o→w is the additional certainty equivalent return due to derivatives.
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Risk Aversion (φ?)0 (ψ?)0 θB1 θB2 θN
5% Rw/o→w

Discount Certificate - ATM
2 0.40/0.00 0.00/0.74 0.40/0.37 0.00/-0.20 -0.07/-0.06 0.138%
4 0.20/0.00 0.00/0.39 0.20/0.20 0.00/-0.11 -0.04/-0.03 0.077%
8 0.10/0.00 0.00/0.20 0.10/0.10 0.00/-0.06 -0.02/-0.02 0.040%
Discount Certificate - ITM (Strike: 90% of Initial Stock Price)
2 0.40/0.00 0.00/0.79 0.40/0.35 0.00/-0.21 -0.07/-0.06 0.143%
4 0.20/0.00 0.00/0.42 0.20/0.19 0.00/-0.11 -0.04/-0.03 0.079%
8 0.10/0.00 0.00/0.22 0.10/0.10 0.00/-0.06 -0.02/-0.02 0.041%
Discount Certificate - OTM (Strike: 110% of Initial Stock Price)
2 0.40/0.00 0.00/0.70 0.40/0.39 0.00/-0.20 -0.07/-0.07 0.132%
4 0.20/0.00 0.00/0.36 0.20/0.21 0.00/-0.10 -0.04/-0.04 0.073%
8 0.10/0.00 0.00/0.18 0.10/0.10 0.00/-0.05 -0.02/-0.02 0.038%
Sprint Certificate - Returns between 0 and 7% are Doubled

no investment

Table 5: Optimal Investment with Certificates under Consideration of Transaction Costs

The certificates have an initial maturity of 2 years. γ is the risk aversion of the investor, (φ?)0 is the
optimal position in the stock, (ψ?)0 is the optimal position in the certificate at time 0. The θ’s give the
corresponding exposures to the risk factors. The first value in each column is for an initial variance equal
to the lowest variance level 0.003 (which corresponds to a annualized volatility of 5.5%), the second value
in each column is for an initial variance equal to the highest variance level 0.19 (volatility = 43.6%).
Rw/o→w is the additional certainty equivalent return due to derivatives.
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Figure 1: Calibrated Diffusive and Total Volatilities versus the VDAX
The figure shows the time series of the volatilities of the German DAX index over the time
period from January 1997 until December 2004. The solid line is the VDAX (old version),
the dash-dotted line is the local diffusive variance which results from the calibration to
option prices. The dashed line is the local total variance, calculated as given inside the
expectation in Equation (5).
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Figure 2: Differences in Black-Scholes Implied Volatilities

The figures show the difference between Black-Scholes implied volatilities of model and
market prices for all (put) options used in the calibration as a function of moneyness
(upper graph) and time to maturity (lower graph).
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Stock and Discount Certificate with Model Pricing
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Stock and Discount Certificate with Transaction Costs
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Figure 3: Optimal Initial Positions and Initial Exposures to Risk Factors

The figures show the optimal positions for the discount certificate with a strike price of
90% (left panel) and the resulting initial exposures to the risk factors (right panel). The
investor has access to discount certificates with a strike price equal to 90% of the current
stock price. In the upper row, the prices of the certificates are equal to the model prices.
In the lower row, we also take transaction costs into account.
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